Detection of Pulmonary Hypertension with Systolic Pressure Estimated by Doppler Echocardiography.
Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is defined as a mean pulmonary artery pressure (PAP) ≥ 25 mmHg at rest as assessed by right heart catheterization (RHC), and Doppler-derived systolic PAP (sPAPECHO) or tricuspid regurgitation pressure gradient (TRPG) is widely used to screen for PH. However, the cutoff value of sPAPECHO or TRPG for detecting a mean PAP ≥ 25 mmHg that was determined invasively has not been well defined.We studied 189 patients who underwent RHC. Echocardiography was performed within 24 hours of invasive evaluation, and sPAPECHO was defined as the TRPG with right atrial pressure estimated on the basis of the current guideline.From the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis, the optimal sPAPECHO, and TRPG cutoffs for detecting PH were 41 mmHg (sensitivity, 92%; specificity, 91%; area under the curve = 0.95) and 36 mmHg (sensitivity, 90%; specificity, 93%; area under the curve = 0.95), respectively. The area under the TRPG ROC curve was similar to the area under the sPAPECHO ROC curve.Given that Doppler echocardiography is required to accurately detect PH rather than to accurately estimate systolic PAP, our results provide useful information with regard to screening patients for PH and recommending further investigations on PH.